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Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
Attempt All questions.
Thefigures in tlw margin indicate Full Morks.
Assume suitable data if necessary.

l) Deduce dre time penod of a simple harmonic vibration. Explain why a loaded bus is more

.comfortablc than an empty bus. (3+2)

2) Explain forced oscillation with its differentiat equation.:Write the relation for the frequency
dependent amplitrde and hence give a rough sketch of trc resonance curve. (3+z)

Or
Calculate the average arnplitude of a sinusoidal sound wave in air of a frequency of 1.5 KFlz
and average intensity l0-5Wcm2, where density of air is l.29kglm3 (i)

3) Give ?n account of bad acoustic properties of a hall and discuss tlre method to improve these
defects. (j)

4) Explain the physical meaning of Dispersive and resolving powers of a Grating Two spectral
lines have wavelengths x. and }u+Al respectively where al, <<L Show that their angular

separation A0 in a grating spectrometer ;5 69 $, where'd' dnd 'rn' are grating

J(#'-t'
elements and no. oforder respectively.

0r
1z+3)

In newton's ring experiment, "Central spot is dark in reflected system' and "Fringes get

closer as the no. of order increased" explain. Is it possible to make central spot bright in
reflected system? lf so how? (3+2)

5) A soap film 5*10-s cm thick is viewed at an angle of 35o to the normal. Find the
wavelength of the visible light which will be absent from the reflected lighr (5)

6) Light of wavelength 580nm falls on a calcite crystal ofcertain thickness. Thg emerging
light is bircularly polarized. What must be the thickness of such crystal? (5)

7) Calculate the focal length sf combination oftwo thin lenses of focal length fr and fz

separated by a distance'd'. Find the position of two principal points. (5)

t
8) Trace the ray diagiarn that shows the propagation of light.through the step and graded index

optical fiber. Write the importance of self-focusing in an optical fiber. (3+2)



,'i

9) Ctrarge of uniform deirsity p=3.2pClm2 fills a non+o.nducting solid sphere ofradius of 5.0
cm.What is the magnitude of the electric field a) at 3.5 crh U) S.O cm irom the sphere's
center

Or
Two large parallel ptates are separatd by a distance of Scm.The ptates have equal but
opposite charges that create an electric fietd in the region between the plates. An alpha
particle (q= 3.2+10'le.C, ttl= 6.68*10'2?kg) is reteased from the positivbty'charged ilate, and
it strikes the negatively charged plate 2* 106 sec tater. Assuming that the etectric field .
between plates is uniform and perpendicular to the plateq whatis the strength of electrie
field?

(5)

(s)

l0) Calculate the potential at a point due to a uniform line of charge of length L at a distance D
fmm its one end which lies in the perpondicular line. - : 

(S)

I l) Explain how electric energy is stored in a capacitor and derive an expression for energy
density of electric field. e+3)

12) Explain super conductivity and its types with examples. Write the differenc{s) betrveen
superconductorandperfect gonductor. 

e+Z)

t3) If a test charge revolves round a circuiar path of radius 8.5cm where the magnetic field
increases at steady rate 0. | 3Tls, calcufate the magnitude of induced electric field at a point
12.5 cm? (5)

t4) Derive expression for inductances of a solenoid and toroid. Then show that inductance is the
propefty of the coil. (5)

Or
lvhat is Hall Effect? write its importance. show that the hall coeflicient Rs = -l/ne, where
the symbols have their own meanings. (l+l+3)

l5)The Sun delivers about l03Wm2 of energy to the earth's surface through EM radiation
calculate a) the total power incident on a roof of dimensions 8m.*20 m. b; Radiation
pressure and force exerted on the rooq assuming roof is perfect absorber. (2+3)

l6) Abeamofelectronshavingenergyofeach3evisincidentonapotentialbagierofheight4ev
.lf the width of the barrier is 20nm, calculate the percentage transmission of the beam through
the barrier. (5)

***
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Candidates are required to give their answers in their oram words as far as practicable.
Attempt All questions.
AII questions carcy equal marks.
Assume suitable data if necessary.

Describe L.C oscillation qualitatively by using necessary circuits and graph.

OR

Define the terms sharpness of resonance and qualit-v factor. Derive the relation of quality
factor in terms of band width.

Define transverse wave. Develop a differential equation of the wave in a stretched shing
and then find the velocity of transverse wave.

3. A reverberation time af 2.3 sec is observed in a halt of volurne 5500 m3. The sound

absorbing surface of the hall has an area of 750 m2. Calculate the average absorption
coefficient.

4. What are constructive and destructive interference? Prove that the path difference fot
constructive interference is integer multiple of l" and that for destructive interference is

odd integer multiple af N7.

,7

OR

How can you distinguish the plane, circularly and elliptically polarized light by using

nicol prised and wave plate?

What is diffraction of light? Explain'the dispersive power and resolving power of a
diffraction grating. Derive the relation and also relate them.

A 30 cm long polarirnerer tube containing 50 cm3 of sugar solution produces an optical
rotalion 14.5" when placed on a polarimeter tube. If the specific rotation oflsugar solution
is 65o, calculate the quantity of sugar contained in &e tube.

Two thin converging lenses of focal lengths 30 cm and 40 cm respectively are placed

co-oxially in air separated by a distance of 20 cm. An object is placed 40 cm in front of
the first lens. Find the pcsition and nature of the image.

What is optical fiber? Explain numerical aperture and acceptance angle. Also compare the

attenuation property efficiency and cost of single mode and multimode optical fibers.

What is electrical dipole and dipole moment? Derive an expression of the electric field
intensitl'at a point {ue to dipole at equatorial line?

6.

8.

9.



'r
10. Define the three electric vectors E,P,D and develop a relation between them.

OR

A cylindrical capacitor has radii 'a'and 'b'. Show that halfthe energy stored lies within the

cylinder whose radius is r = Jab

11. What will be the conductivity of'sodium metal having atomic weight 22.9 and density
1.013 grnlcm-3? Th" relaxation time of sodium metal is 1" 1O-la sec.

12. What type of particles can be accelerated by a cyclotron? Explain the working of
cyclotron and synchrotron with their differences.

OR

Differentiate between electromagnetic induction and self-induction. Develop an
expression for self-inductance ofa teroid.

13. Using Ampere's law, calculate the magnetic field inside, outside and on the surface of a
long current carrying conductor and hence plot a graph between the magnetic field versus
distance from the center ofthe conductor.

14. Determine the energy stored in an inductor. Also, determine the energy density in
magretic field.

l5.A radio wave transmits 25 Wm2 of power per unit area. The flat surface area is
perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the wave. Calculate the radiation pressure
on it and maximum electic and magnetic field associated with the wave.

16. What are the significances of wave-function? Using the wave function derive and
expression for the time dependent Schrodinger wave equation.

***
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Candidates are reguired to give their answerS in their own words as far as practicable.
Attempt AII questions. .

AII questions earry equal marks.
Assume suitable data if necessarv.

Define centers of suspension and oscillation of a compound pendulum and show that they
are interchangeable. what length of the pendulum has its minimum time period?

OR

Define sHM- Derive the expression for energy of SHM. Show that the KE and pE of
simple harmonically oscillating object changes with time however the total energy is
invariant.

l.

2. What is LC oscillation? Derive the differential equation of free oscillation and compare
its solution with mass spring system.

3' What is piezoelectric effect? Describe the construction of a piezoelectric oscillator
the production of ultrasonic waves.

4- Explain"how interference fringes are formed by a thin wedge shaped film examining
normally reflected light. Derive a relation for the fringe width on such.system
interference fringes.

OR

What is double refraction? Explain how would you use the phenornenon to produce linear
polarized light and circularly polarized light.

5. A diffraction grating used at normal incidence gives a line (540 nm) in a certain order
superposed on the violet line (a05 nm) of the next higher order. How many lines per cm
arc there in the grating if the angle of diffraction is 30"?

- 6. In Ramsden's eyepiece a coaxial lens system is used. There are two lenses in air and are
of equd focal length of separated by a distance 2fl3. Find positions of the cafdinal points.

7. Discuss the physical significance of numerical aperture (NA). How does it depend on
refractive index of core and cladding?

8. Calculate the thickness of doubly refracting plate capable of producing a path differences
1"

of -l between extraordinary and ordinary rays of wavelength 5g90A. {use Fo = 1.53;

*d Fr.: i.54)

9- What is an electric dipole and dipole moment? Show that electric field for a short dipole
drops inversely to cube of the distance at any point from the dipole on an axial line.

OR

What is an electric qudrupole? Calculate potential for points on the axis of the qudrupole.

for

by
of
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'"il':"#il1lTit::iffi;ff:ff#:. 18 cm aparr in air Locate the positions orzero
ll' Two capacitors having capacitance 25pF and 5pF are connected in parailer and chargedwith a r00v power supptv. cd;"rJli" ,otui#.g;i##i, the two capacirors.12' what is superconductor? Explain criticar *u**rrl'fi"t. i.*.rb" the characteristics ofsuperconductor.

OR

;fi',?#t-"1":;Jiljilr*"w that a current carrving circurar col behaves as a magnetic
13' Explain meaning of self induction' calculate inductance for a sorenoid and Toroid.14' Deuterons in a cycro{o. describe u 

"r:"r-"^o_f 
radius 0.32 m-just before emerging from

ii! ;Tfi:H?SS':ffi'"*",1H:i: m $;. i'* density ortr,"-*u's,"ti"
3.32x l0-r?kg.t 

r v^ seuterL''r emergrng out of the cyclotron. (mass orJ"ui"llnr: -,,
l5' what are Maxweil's.equations? using Maxweil equations derjve erectromagnetic (em);il:t,]l#[ililif5"ffiil#,* F,ou. ttut 

"''*uu"-t*u"r, with verociry tess than
I6' A non relativistic 

Yutt^"I: 
is moving three times as fast as an erectron. The ratio of the de-3lx:ll?#"r"*lf or trre-parii'c'ieil1il", 

"r 
the erectroril,"i'.a,, x r0{. carcurate the

***
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Subject: - Engineering Physics (SH4A2)

Candidates are requir6d to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
Attempt 4ll q*estions.
AII questions carry equal marlc.
Assume suitable data if necessary.

Write the differences between mechanical oscillation and e.m. oscillation. Set up the
differential equation of damped harmonic mechanical oscillation. Obtain the relation for
frequency of such oscillation. Hence explain the conditions for different types of damped
oscillation

OR

Define sharpness of resonance. Derive the relation for current amplitude of forced e-m
oscillation.

What are the measures of good acoustic building? Show that the reverberation time
decrease with increase in absorbing factors in a hall.

Two thin lenses of focal length fl and f2 separated by a distance having an equivalent
focal iength 50 cm" The combination satisfies the condition for no chromatic aberration
and minimum spherical aberration. Find the separation between the two lenses if both
lenses are of same materials.

Prove that the intensify of first maxima is 4.54Yo of the central maxima in Fraunhoffer's
single slit diffraction.

OR

Write the physical meaning of dispersive power and resolving power of grating. Show
that resolving power is directly proportional to the total number of rulings on the grating.

Newton's Rings arrangement is used with a source emitting two wavelength Lr and l.z. It
is found that the nth dark ring due to 1"1 coincides with (n+l)th dark ring to ?,2. Find the
diameter of nth dark ring. (11 :6x10-s cm,)"2= 5.9x10-s cm radius of curvature of the lens
R:90 cm).

A quartz crystal has refractive indices 1.553 and 1.544. Calculate the thickness of a
quarter rvave plate for sodium light of wavelength 58904".

Explain the terms stimulated emission, population inversion, optical pumpling and
metastable. Explain working principle of He-Neiiaser.

A heavy circular ring ofradius R oscillates in a vertical plane about a horizontal axis at a
distance x from the cgnter. Show that the time period is minimum when x = R

2.

iT.

5.

6.

n

8.



9. Derive the relation for potential at axty point due to an electric dipole and show that no

work is done in bringing a charge from infinity to dipole along the perpendicular bisector

of the dipole.

OR

A plastic rod contains uniformly distributed Q charge. The rod has been bent in 120'

circular arc of radius 'rl as shown in figure below. Prove that the electric field intensity at

the center ofbent rod ' o'83Q
ls 'tr = -qne^f'

10. Derive the relation for rise and fall of current in charging and discharging of capacitor

through resistor. Plot graphs between current and tirne and explain the figures'

11. The space between two concentric conducting spherical shells of radii b : 1.70 cm and a

= l.?0 cm and a: I.2A cm is filled with a substance of dielectric constant k:23.5. A
potential difference Y : 73 V is applied across the inner and outer shells. Determine (a)

the capacitance of the device (b) the free charge q on the inner shell.

12. What is Hall-effect? Derive an expression for the Hall coefficient and established the

relation between mobility of charge carrier and conductivity of material of wire.

OR

Derive a relation resistivity of a conductor using microscopic *iew. From your resulf

explain why resistivity of a conductor increase with necessary with increasing

temperature.

13. Explain the phenomenon of self induction. Calculate the value of inductance for (a) long

solenoid and (b) Toroid.

14. What is Ampere's law? Derive the expression for magnetic flux density outside and inside

a long straight conductor canying current I.

15. Define poynting vector. Prove that3 =fi"ilt*o, where the symbols have theii usual

meanings.

16. Discuss the significance of the wave function and deduce the time independent

Schrodinger's wave equation.
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Subject: - Engineering Physics (5H402)

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicabie.

Attempt AII questions..
All questians carry equal marks.
Assume suitable data if necessary.

Differentiate between bar pendulum and torsional pendulum. Prove that there exists four
collinear points in bar pendulum.

OR

Prove that LC circuit is an analogy of simple harmonic motion and hence prove that
maximum energy stored in electric field is equal to maximum energy stored in magnetic
field.

In simple harmonic motion, u4ren the displacement is one-half the amplitude, what
fraction of the totai energy is KE and what fraction is PE? At what displacement is the
energy haif KE and half PE?

A source of sound has a frequency of 256 Hz and amplitude of 0.50 cm, calculate the
energy flow across a square cm per sec. The veiocity of sound in air is 330 m/s and
density of air is 1.29k{m'.

Prove that interference in thin film of reflected and transmitted light are complementary
to each other.

OR

What is diffraction of light? Discuss the intensity distribution with special reference to
diffraction of light in a single slit.

Two thin converging lenses of focal iengths 30 cm and 40 cm respectively are placed co-
axially in air separated by a distance of 20 cm. An object is placed 40 cm in front of the
first lens. F'ind the position and nature of the image.

AZA0 mm long tube and containing 48 cm3 of sugar solution produces an optical rotation
of I 1o when placed in a saccharimeter. If the specific rotation of sugar solution is 66o,
calculate the quantilv of sugar contained in the tube in the form of a solution.

In a Newton's ring experiment the diameter of the l0th ring changes from 1.40 cm to 1.27
cm when a liquid is introduced between the lens and the plate. Calcuiate the refractive
index of the liquid.

What is an optical fiber? Show that Numerical aperture of an optical fiber is given by the

expression, 1ri4 = pr,DA , where the symbols carry their usual meanings.

Determine the electrib field at a distance z on the central axis from the center of a charged
ring. Also, find the maximum value of electric field.

OR

Calculate the potential at arry point due to an electric dipole. Also, find the potential on
the axial line.

n

4.

6.

,i

8.

9.



10. over certain region of space the e|1cbic potential i,-'.: 15x-3x2y+12yi'. Find the

i";#'-,Ji;i:*:",,:lr*:;l-T$"#fJ:*":ml*'i:rfi ffiiegion*T.**"

,r.ffiJff"":::, methods to carculate the capacitance of a capacitor_.and hence

determine the capacitanoe of a 
"vfnaril.'r 

J"p""i'it of inner and outer radii 'a' and 'b'

respectivelY.

"ffil'L 
drift speed of electrons Yf:^30,:.:Y,"li-:-:"*tied 

througlr a copper

12. Calculate the drift speed or elcuuurD 1 -

wire of cross-,""uotuti*"u i **' and electron dersity t0'" m--'

.-^+^- rrannc nrove that the energy density in

13. Determine the energv stored tl *,'-"i::l:j'-lflT;"lllJij|lt *"

3#HT"il1'";::tJd;**rtiona to square of magnetic field'

OR

obtaicanexpressionforrnagneticfieldintensityduetoacircularcoilcarryingcurrentat
itsa'xialpoint 

' ^ n ---- masretic field i '75T'lf a

14. A coppet strip 3'0 cm wide and 2'0 mm thick is placed in a

current of 150 e i, *"p i" the strip,cal""r""^Al Hall voltage ano (ii) Hatl mobility if the

number of electrons peiunit volurne i, g'i"Ig'b';la resiJti"ity is 1'72x10-o ohm-m'

+ l/- *\

l5: Define poynting vector' Prove that t =;i.U" 
"J

16.Ab€amofelectronshavingenergYoof3eVisincidentonapotentialbarrierofheight4

eV.Ifthewidthofthebarrieris20A,calculatethepercentagetransmissionofthebeam
tbroug! the barrier' 

*d<:F
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r' Candidaies ard required to give their answers in their own words as far as fracticable.{ Atternpt All questions.
/ All 4uestions cory equal moks.
{ Assume suitable data if necessry.

1. Dfferentiate between bar pendulum and torsional Usrng a torsional pendulum,
derive a relation for modulus of rigidity of the metallic wire.

OR

Compare the daraped and forced LCR oscillation. Derive the differential equation of
forcod ern-oscillation and compare it \D'i& driven mechanical oscillation

2. Show that in a bar pe,ndul,,m, minimum time period is achieved if radius of gtrration is
equal to the distance of point of suspension or point of oscillation from cent€r of gravity.

3. Write some features of acoustically good auditorium. Derive Sabine's fomrula

4. Two thin converging lenses of focal lengths 3 cm and 4 cm respectively are placed
coa:rially in air se,parated by a distance of 2 cm. An object isplaced at 4 cm in front of
first lens. Locate the positions ofthe principal points and final 44*=

5. What is polarization? Derive the relation for plane, elliptical ana circutar polarized light.

OR

What are the coherent souroes of light?.How such souroes develop in lab? Show that ttre
square of diarneters of the nt dark ring by the reflected light of Newton's ring. is directly
proportional to the natural number.

6. Define accelrtanoe angle and numerical aperture. In an optical fiber, show that Numerical
Aperture (NA) = tI*{(24), q,mbols have their usual meanings

7. In a Fraunhofer Single slit diffiraction, a convex lens of focal length 20 cmis placed just
after a slit of width 0.6 mm- If a plane wave of wavelength 6000Ao falls on slit normally,
calculate the separation between the second minima on either side of central rna,ximum.

8. Calculate the minimum no'of lines per cm in a 2.5 cm wide grating which wi[ just
oo

resolrrc the sodium lines 5890 A and 5896 A in sEcond order spectrum

24 . . TRIBHWANIA{TVERSTTY

INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

A thin ring made of plastic of radius R is un]formly charged with linear charge density 1,.

Calculate the electric field intensity at any point at an o<ial distance y from the centeS. If
electron is constrained to be in axial line of the same ring, strow that the rnotion:of
electrohisSHM. ) . :. .

Eram. Nov llleli (2Li(r6 ct. Later Batch)
Ievel BE FulI,ltdarks

Programme BEI..BE)q BCT, BIE
B*Aeri. Pass lllarks 32

Ycar/Part ut Time 3 hrs.

3.

OR

. . Discuss the behavior of dielectrics in a paraliel plate capacitor. Based on Gau$s law of



10, The'potential ,in a lregion between . x = 0m and x= 6m isV =a *bx2 u&cre a = I0 and' b = -7Ylm. Determine (i) ttre potentials at x = 0m,r3m and 6m and (ii) the magnitude aod

direction of electric fields atx = Om, 3m and 6m. :

11. What are the curent density and mobiliry? Explain the atomic view of the resistivity and

show that , = 1rn/ne2t), whefe symbols have their usual meanings.

12. Give general method. of calculating capacitance of a capacitor. Use the method to
calculate the capacitance ofa splerical capacitor.

13. A toroid has number of turns 1250, intemil radius 51 mm, external radius 95 mm and
. thickness of the riag 13 mm, calculate the inductance

'oR
A solenoid having an inductance of 6.3 $I is connected in series with a 1.2 kO
resistance. If a 14 V battery is connected across the paix how lo.ng will it take for the
currcllt through the resistor to reach 80% of its final value?

14. Explain Hall effect. What results you can draw from Hall experiment? Obtain an
expression for the Hall voltage in a current carrying specimen placed in a magnetic field.

15. State Maxwell equation in integral form. Convert them into differential fonn Explain
each of these equations.

16. A free particle is confined in a box of width L. Using Schrodinger wave equation find an
expression for energy eigen value.

**'t
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Calculate electric,field,at any point is .a,xial 
flstance due Io a dipole and a quadrapole.

Whx conclusion you can draw from your results.

r' Candidates are required to give their answers in their own u,ords as far as practicable.
{ Attenpt&guestions.
{ AII questiotrs cury equl marks.
{ Assutru suitable data drucessry.

l. Derive a relation to find the moment of inertia of a rigid body about an axis passing
thmugh its center of gravity using the torsional pendulum.

OR

What is resonance? Formulate the differential equation of forsed electromagnetic
oscillation..Theu determine the expression for resonant frequency.

2- A sting bas a linear density of 625 gm/m and is stretched with a tension 50N. A rirave,
vfiose frequency and amplitude are 160[Iz and l0mm respectively, is travelling along the
string. At what average rate.is $e wave transporting en€rgy along the sting?

3. Why is it impofiant to study t}e ieverberation timq before the construction of a Cinema
Hall?'Derive a relation for reverberation time based on absorption coefficient, volume
and surface area ofthe hall.

4, What trappens to tlre energy when waves perfectly cancel to each other in interference?
'Derive the relations forthin film interference by reflected light.

OR

. Show ttlat the dianreters of the Newton's rings when two surfaces of radii Rl and R2 are
placed in contact arc related by the relation (l/RlXl/R2) : (4nud2,), where n is the
integer number ofthe fringes

5. A grating with 250 grooveVmm is used with an incandescent light source. Assume the
visible spectrum to range in wavelength fiom 400 to 700 nm. In how many orders ca:n one .

see the entire visible spectrum?

6. Definc.the polarization of light Write.its importance in different optical instruments.
Dcrive the relalion for the thickness of quarter wave plate aod half wave plate.

7. Two thi4 coayerging lenses of focal length 3cm .and 4cm respectively are placed
coa:<ially in air and separated by distance of Zcm. An object is placed 4cm in front of the
first le, s. Find the position of the naturc of the image and its lateral magnification.

8.. A glass-clad fibcr is made with a core glass of refractive inde:< L55 and the cladding is
dop"d to grve a fractiorial index difference of 5.5x104. Determine (i) Cladding index (ii)
the critical intemal reflection angle (iii) the exemal critical acceptance angle and (iv)
numerical ape{twe (NA).

9. A particle of charge -q and m&s.m is placed m-idway between two equal positive charges
qs of separation d. If the negative charge -q is displaced in perpendicular.direction to the
line joining them and released. Show that the particle describes a SHM with a period.

El!ro. ;lr}:..,:,''
Irevel BE FuIl ivlarks

Programme BEL; BEX, BCT, BIE,
B.Apri.

.Pess lVlarks

Year / Part Ut Time 3 hrs.
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I0. Charges ave'uniformly distributed through out the volume of,arr infinitely large cylinder
of radius ia'. Show that the elecbic field at a distance 'r'from the cylinda axis r < a is

given by p = fL where p is the volume charge density.

ll.Acytindrical capacitor has radii a and b. Show that half the stored eler:tric potential

energy lies within a cylinder whose radius is t = .6-b'

12. Explain Hall Effect. Derive a relation for hall resistance. From this relation explain the
meaning of quantization of hall resistaoce.

13. The current density in a cylindrical wire of radius R = 2 mm and uniform cross-sectional

area is given by ! =2 x I0s Am2. What is the current through the outer portion of the wire
between radial distances R./2 and R?

14. Explain the phenomenon of "self-induction". Find an expression for the self-induction of

. 

a toroid having N numbers of tuqns, radius r and carrying current i. 
.

OR

State Ampere's law. Find the exprerssions for magrretic field outside and inside the long
straight wire by using this law.

15. Write dovm the Maxwell's equations fer non conducting Find the equation of propagation
of plane electromaguetic wave for E-field and B-field for such rnedium. Show that
elechomagnetic wave travels with velocity less than velocity of light in such medium.

16. Derive schodinger time independent wave equation. A particle is moving in one
dim. ensional potential well of infinite height urd width 'a'. Find the expression for e,nergy
of the particle

I
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Subject: - Engineering Physics (5H402)

r' Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
{ Attempt All questions.
{ All questions carry eQual marla.
{ Assume suitable data dnecessary

i. ilrtirrgrirt between free and forced vibrations. Write the differential equation of forced
oscillation. Determine the amplitude of oscillation for forced oscillation and hence
explain sharpness of the resonance. 

.

OR

Define simple harmonic motion. Show the average kinetic energy is half oft the total
energy of a particle executing simple harmonic motion.

2. A 2pF capacitor is charged upto 50V. The battery is disconnected and sOr1rH coil is
connected across the capacitor so that LC oscillation to occur. Calculate the maximum
value of the cunent in the circuit.

3. The elastic limit oi steel forming a piece of wire is equal to 2.70x108 Pa. What is the
maximum speed at which transverse wave pulses can propagate along this wire without
exceeding this shess? (density of steel = 7.89x103 kg/m3)

4. What are Newton's rings? How can you use these rings to determine the refractive index
of a given liquid?

OR

Discuss the phenomenon of Fraunhofer diftaction at a single slit, Show that the relative

intensities of the successive maxima are 1 : #, #
5. Light of wavelength 6000 A falls normally on a thin wedge shaped film of refractive

index 1.4, forming fringes that are 2 mm apart. Find the angle of the wedge.

6. If the plane of vibration of the incident beam makes an angle of 30o with the optic a:<is,

compare the intensities of extraordinary and ordinary light.

7. Show that the diameter of circle of least confusion depends on the diameter of lens
aperture and dispersive power of the material of the lens but is independent of the focal
length of the lens.

8. An optical fiber has a numerical aperture of 0.22 and corE refractive index 1.62.
Deteflnine the acceptance angle for the fiber in a liquid which has a refractive index of
1.25. AIso, determine the fractional refractive index change.



9. Prove that electric field due to a short dipole at axial point is twice that at equatorial point.

10. A capacitor of capacitance C is discharging through a resistor of resistance R. After.how
many time constants is the stored energy 1/8 of its initial value? ,

11. Give a general method to calculate electric field and potential due to continuous charge
distibution. Usrng your method, calculate electric field at an equitorial distance y due to a
long charged rod having linear charge density 1".

12. Considqr a circular coil of radius R carrying cunent I. Find the magnetic field at any
point on'the axis of the loop at a distance z from the center of the loop. Show that the
circular current carrying coil behaves as a magnetic dipole for large distance.

13. In a Hall Effect experiment, a current of 3.2A lengthwise in a conductor 1.2 cm wide, 4.0
cm long and 9.5pm thick produces a transverse Hall voltage (across the width) of 40pV
when a magnetic field of L4T is passed perpendicularly through the thin conductor. From
this date, find (a) the drift velocity of the charge carriers and (b) the number density of
charge carriers.

14. Derive an expression for growth and decay of current in LR circuit. Explain inductive
time constant by sketching graph between current and time for both cases.

OR

Derive expressions for inductance of a Solenoid and Teroid. Then show that inductance is
the property of the coil.

15. Write and explain Ampere's law in magnetism. How Maxwell modified it. Based on this
modified equation, explain the term displacement current. Prove displacement current is
equal to conduction curerit.

16. Explain Schrodinger's wave equation. Derive time independent Schrodinger wave
equation. Use this equation to find energy for a particle in a box of infinite square well
potential.

***
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1. Point out the similarities and dissimilarities between the oscillations of bar pendulum and
torsinal poendulum. Show that the radius of gyration is equal to distance from center of

,sulpension 
to center of gravity of compound pendulum,.when tfne pgrio.d in minirqum.

2. Derive a differential equation for LC Oscillation. Show that the maximum value of
electic and magnetic energies stored in LC circuit is equal.

OR

Prove that if a transverse wave is travelling along a string, then the slope at any point of
the string is numerically equal to the ratio of the particle speed to the wave speed at that

Point- r

3. The time of reverberation of an empty hall is 1.5 sec with 500 audiences present inthe
hu$'th" reverberation time falls to 1.4sec. Find the no. of persons present in the hall if the
reyflFtration time falls down to 1.32 sec.

4',

4. Show that the intensity of the first subsidiary maxima of Fraunhoffer's diffraction at a
single slit is 4.5o/o of that or principal maxima.

OR

What is double aifkctionf Explain how Nicol prism can be used as polarizer and
analyzer?

5. In a Nefion's ring experiment, the radius of curvature of the lens is 5cm and the lens
diameter is 20mm. (a) How many bright rings are produced? Assume that ?u:589nm
(b) How many bright rings would be produced if the arrangement were immersed in water
(p=1.33)?

6. A diftaction gratting 3cm wide produces the second order at 33' with light of wavelength
600nm. What is the total number of lines on the gratting.

7. What is population inversion? Explain why laser action cannot occur without population
inversion between atomic levels?

8. What are cardinal points of an opticai system? Determine the equivalent tbcal Iength of a
combination of two thin lenses separated by a finite distances.

9. A ring has a charge q uniform distributed in it. Derive an expression for the electric field
at any point on the axial line of the ring. Extend your result to find the potential.

OR

Write an expression for electric field at any point in the axial line of a charged ring.
Using this equation, calculate the electric field at any point in the axial line of a charged
disk.

:
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10. What is the magnitude of the elecUic field at the point (3,2) m if the electic potential is

given by V : 2x+5xy+3f volts. What acceleration does an electron experiences in the

x-direction.

11. Derive an equationi=oi. Explain why resistivity of a conductor inireases with
increasing temperature plot a graph between Rs (R.esistance at any temperature 0) and
temperatue. Based ou the gaph, explain what are superconductor? How they differ from
perfect conductor? Describe the characteristics of superconductor.

12. Derive an expression for energy stored in magnetic field. Show that the energy stored per
qnit volume.ls directly proportional to the. sqtare of the magnetic flux d"prrr. Compare.
this result with electric energy density.

OR

What is self induction? Define inductance of a coil. Show by calculation inductance of a
coil de,pends on the permeability of a medium and the geometry of the coil.

13. A long circuit coil'consisting of 50 turns with diameter 1.2m canies a current of 10Amp.
(a) Find the magnetic field at a point along the axis 90cm from the center. (b) At what
distance from the center, along the a:<is, the field is l/8 greater as at the center.

14. Describe the principal and working of Cycloron. Show that the time taken by the ion in a
Dee to travel a semicircle is exactly same wtratever be its radius and velocity

i5. Write Maxwell's equations in free space and dielectic medium. With the help of
Maxwell's equations, Derive charge conservation theorem.

I6. A beam ofelectrgns h.aving energy ofeach 3eV is incident on a potential banier ofheight
4eV. If the widthbf the banier is 20Ao, calculate the hansmission coefficient of the beam
through the barrier.

:
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' 1.' Obtain'an'expreiiion for'the time period of a compormd pendulum and show that its time
period is unaffected by the fixing of a small additional mass to it at its centre of
suspension.

OR

What is electomagnetic oscillation? Derive alitrerential equation of darnped LCR
oscillation and find its frequency.

2. A particle is moving with simple harmonic motion in a straight line. If it has a speed v1

when the displacanent is x1 and speed v2 when the displacement is xz then show that the
I

22vz Xr
2

x2
2 )v

amplitude of the motion is, a = 22vz -Yt

3. In the progressive wave, show that the potential energy and kinetic en€rgy of every
particle will change witli. time but the average K.E. per unit volume and P.E. per unit
volume remains constant.

4- Two coherent sources having constant phase 6 but different amplitudes Ar and Az
superimpose, prove that the intensity of superimposed beam is

I = Ar2 + Ar2 +2Ar.A, cos6.

o;
Explain the phenomenon of double refraction. Describe the construction and action of
Nicol prism.

5. White light is incident on a soap film at an angle sin'[{]urra trre reflected light on- \s/
examination by a spectrometer shows dark bands. The consecutive dark bands correspond

to wavelength 6.1x10-scm and 6.0x10-5cm.If p=I.33 forthe film, calculate its ttrickness.

6. Light of wavelenglh 600nm is incident normally on a slit of width 0.lmm. Calculate the
intensity at H.2o.

7. Two lenses of focal lengths 8cm and 4cm are placed at a certain distance apart. Calculate
the position ofprincipal points if they form an achromatic combination.



I
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8. An optical fiber has a NA of 0.2 and a cladding refractive index of 1.59. Deterrrine
acceptance angle for the fiber in water which has a refractive index of 1.33.

9. A ring has a charge q miformly distributed in it. Find the expression for the electric field
at any point on the axial line of the ring. Locate the point at.which the field is madmum.

OR

Prove ttrat electric field due to a short dipole at a:rial point is twice that at equatorial poi"r.

10. A particle of charge -q and a mass m is placed midway between two equal positive
charges qo of separation d. If the negative charge 1 is displaced in perpendicular
direction to the line joining them and released, show that the particle descries a SHM with

t

a peliod r = [e-", 
mn3asJ; 

.

Lsgo I

I

t

i

11. 11A cylindrical capacitor has radii a and b. Show that halfthe stored electric potential

energy lies within a cylinder of radius r = ..[6.

l2.Aflat silver strip of width 1.5cm and thickness l.5mm carries a current of 1504. a
magnetic field of 2.0 Tesla is applied perpendicular to the flat face of the sttip. The emf
developed a$oss the width of strip is measured to be l7.9pV. Estimate the number
density of free electrons in the metal.

13. A straight wire segment of length / carries current I. Show that the magnetic field B 
;

produced by that segment at a displace y from it along a perpendicular bisector is ,
B=(Fo tzr':flttf4+qf)1.

14. Find the inductance of a toroid having N number ofturns and radius R.

1. OR

Show that the energy per unit volume in electic field and magnetic field are proportional
to the square of their fields.

15. State and explain Maxwell's equations. Derive the continuity equation: V.i = 
g 

.'at
16. Determine the total energ"y of a particle using Schrodinger equation, when the potential

energy has value V=0 for 0<x<4 and V:efor x<0 and x)a.
***
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...{ Attempt 4!questions.-{ au qi"til* car.ry eciifiin:arks/ Assume stitqble data itTiflie'ssary.

Differentiate between iinear'and angular harmonic motion. Show that the motion of
torsionpendu1umisangularharrionicmotion.A-1sofinditStimeperiod.

OR

Deiive the differential eiluation of the forced oscillation of LCR circuit with an AC
source and find the expression for the crurent amptitucle. Hence explain'the condition'of

A 7509 block oscillates on tbe end of a spring rvhcse force constant, k:56Nlm. The m6Ss
motes in a fluid rvhich offers a resistive force F = -bv, where b : 0;162Ns/m. What is the
period of the oscillation? '

A room has dimensions 6mx4mx5m. Find: .

i) Meanfiee path of sound wave in the room
ii) The nwnber of reflections made perseconi by the sound lvave u,ith the walls of thel

room. (Iake l'elocity of sound in air- 350ms 1).

4. Define interfe.rence- Show that interference in thin film due to reflected and trarrsmitted
li ghts are cornplementary.

.oR
What are Neryton's rings? How can y'ou determine tlie refractiv" ir.d*, of givrn fiqrria

. using Newton's rings experiment?

5. Explain the dispersive and resolving power of a diifraction grating. Derive expressions

. and, develop a relation betrveen them.

6. A 200mm long hibe containing 48cm3 of sugar solutiurn produces an qptical rotation'of
11o when placed on a saccharirneter. If the -specific rotation of sugar soluticn is 66o,

calculate the qu4ntity of sugar contained in the tube in the foi-rn of soiution.

Prove that the conCition for acluomatism for the coinbination qf two lenses of focal
length fl and f2 having dispersive povier rD1 and c,-r2 placed at a separate distance x is
('r,:r/fr) +(or2lf2)=(x/f1f2) (ro1+ol2). :

8. Differentiate betureen spontaneous and stimulated emission of iadiatioir. Explain the
construction and -working of He-Ne laser'viith a suit2ble energy leVel diagranr-*

Derive an expression for the'electric field at a pcint P at a distarrce X from a circuLar
piastic disc of radius a aiong its central' a>lis. Does:this expressior, fcr E reduces tb an
expected result for x>>a?

2

J
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resistaJrce'qRi; i{.fter j . '' 'of
is'tlie energy stgr€d-

loirg axib at a
'elecb{c..field.due
distail?'a. frcm

to a uirifoimly ehar-ged rod of length l at a point
its nearest end

l3:' Etp]piusqsiincrpi 9 :?+d wp,-tJo g .o f , e yc I otr on. Sh o w that the t i me

iii *-B$e,is'independen=t oiils $eed afrd radius'of its circular path.
':. .' i'_,

spen! by-tre,parti.cle **4

. .-. oR

Lrse.BioG'Savart. Lavr to calculate nragnetic field on the axi.al line of a current carrying'
circutarieop. Explain how the coil behaves for a large clisrance point.

13. A cooper strip l50pm thick is placed in a rnagnetic fieli of strength 0.65T perpendicular
to the plane of the strip and cunent of 23Amp is set up in rhe strip. Calculate: (i) the Hall
voltage (ii) Hall coefficient and (iii) Hali mobility, if the r-rumber of electons per unit
volnme is 8.5x i028/# and resistivi ty is 1.72x 1 0-8 Ohm-m. .

14.A parallel plate c.apacitor with circular plates of l0cm radius is charged producing
unifonn.displacernent current of magnitiuieTlNmt. Calcuiate (i) dE/dt in the region (ii)
Displacemeht cr:rent density and (iii) Induced magnetic field.

15. Obtain an expression for energy tiansfer rate by electromagnetic wave. From your result' 
show that I tr Ez,-r. Where I is the intensity enr wave and Er"r, is root mean square value
of electric field.

16, Derive the schodinger time independent rvave equation- AIso what do you.mean by a
potential barrier?

t**

?
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,2,

3.
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Subiect: - Ensineerine Phvsics

/ Caudidates are required to give their answers in their ownwords as far as practicable.
{ Auempt All questions.
{ Att questions carry equal marks.
{ Assume suitable data if necessary.

Show that there are four collinear points within compound pendulum having same time
period. Give their physical sipifi cance.

OR

Derive the differential equation 9f dampg{ harmonic osci[atidn in LCR circuit. Solving
the equation find the damped frequency of the oscillatiou and elplail its.gigr4fiplgcq. .

'A uniforb'citCular:dist< #hor" iadius R'is 12.6cm is susperiaed as a pnysicat pen$uhrm 
'

from a point on its rim. (a) What is its period? O) At whal radial distance r < R. Is tir"." 
"pivotpoint that grles the sameperiod? . .

Define absorption coefficie,nt of sound. Derive a relation betwee,n reverberation time and
absorption coefficie,lrt for acoustically good hail.

Explainhdw iotof"r*"" fringes are formdbl,a thinwedge shaped fibn, whe,n examined
by normally reflectddl-light. How will you estimate the difference ol film thickness,
betwde,ntriyopoints? ""''""' : '

:oR
Show that the intensif of second order maxima of Fraunhofferls single slit diffraction is
)
i times the intensityof cenhal maxima.
5n

In Newton's ring arrangement a souice emittii,rg two wavelengths 6x10-7m and
5.9x10-7m is used. It is found that n6 dark ring due to one waveJength coincides with
(n + 1)e dark ring due to other. Find the diameteiof the nft darkring if iadius of cuwature
of lers is 0.9m.

6. Calculate the thickness of quarter wave plate for light of .wayelengtfu 5893A. Given
refractive indices of ordinary and extraordinary ray xe 1.544 and 1.553 respectively.

7. Define acceptance angle of an optical fiber. Derive the relation for Numerical Aperture
(NA) of the optical fiber. Also write down its significance.

8. Two thin converging lenses of focal lengths 0.2m and 0.3m are placed coaxially 0.1Om
apart in air. An objecJ is located 0.6m in front of the lens of smaller.focal length. Find the
position of the two principal points and that of image.

9. Derive an expression for the electric potential at any point on the axis of the uniformly
charged disk. Extend your result to calculate electric field.

OR

Derive an expression for the electric field at any point on the a:<is of the 
-short 

linear
quadrupole.
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10. A copper slab of thickness b is inserted into a parallel plate capacitor exactly half way
between the plates. If the separation of the plate is d and the area of each plate is A, show

that the change in capacitance is equal to ,!o tl. .
(d _ b)d

11. What is the drift speed of the conduotion electons in a copper wire (molecular mass =
63.54 g/mol, deruity 8B6 g/cm3) with radius 900 pm when it has a uniform current 17mA
florving in the wire?

12. A Iong straight wire of radius R carries a trniformly distibuted current L Calculate
magnetic fields at any points inside and outside the wire.

13. The conducting rod shown in figure has length L and is being pulled along horizontal,

frictionless conducting rails at a constant velocity ,. ffre rails are corrnected at one end

with a metal strip-. A uniform magnetic field il, directed out of the page, fills the region
in which the rod moves. Derive .an expression for the rate of thermal energy being
generated iu the rod.

l'
.r d *'

*. .:,. :,r.,-ll, .=

v:*.-r--- f,-.--- ...,.t-.:;".;;;;.-. 
[,:\,

* -'r-:

-)

.14. A coil has an inductance of 53 mH and a resistqlrqg.gf O.]f.C). If a 12V emf is= appligf .,.,= ,
auross the coil hgw much energy if stored:in the ma!;ietii fi6la after thqic.rr.rent-nas bdl!, 

"'.up to its equilibrium value? After how many Sme constants will half this equilibritrm be"
'i-

stored !n the magnetic field? ri

....,.-..I..-

.,

OR

+ 1'-+ -+
15. Define poynting vector. Prove that S =-l(ExB), where the q'rrbols have their usual

meanings.

16. An electron is happed in an one dimensional infinite potential well of width 'a' such that

V=co fr.ir 0<x and xla
V-0 for 0<x<a
Using boundary condition, prove that the total energy of the system is

Ytzn2F]-#
Where symbols carry their usual meanings.

In a certain cyclotron a proton moves in a circle of radius 0.5m. The magnitude of the . i

magnetic field is I.20T. What is the'oscillator fr-equency],Iftgi;p.".tbs,kine$c ene;gy^of - 
' 
, .' -.,,. . .
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1. D9!o" forced oscillation. Show that the total energy of the damped oscillation decreases

. .{hincreasingtime.\,/ oR

Derive a differe,utial equation for LC oscillation.. Solve the equation and show'that the

^ 
maximum value of eleqtic and magnetic energies stored in L.C. circuit are equal.

-@. emeter stick swings abou! pivot point at one e,nd, at distance 'h' frbti thp siick's centert'-' .r ofrhdss:Calculatethoperiodofoscillatibt'usingpamfiela:ristheorem, " : ': .. :' : ' :'':

g{A"" au.account of bad acoustic properties of a hall. Derive the.expressiou for

4- $bat are coherent sources? Describe a method for determining the refractive inder of
,/ tanqparent liquid fibn using the interference phencraerron

OR

Describe the construction of Nicol Prism. Expiain how it can be used as polarizer and
anallzer.

5. A diffraction grating is used at normal incidence. I.rr such arrangement a green'line

/& = 5400A) of certain order is superimposed on the violet line 1f' = 4050A). of the next
l,/ order. ffthe'angle of diftaction is 30", how manylines are there in L centimeter?

A light source emits light of two wavelengths 4300A and 5100A. The sburc6 is'used in a
double slit experiment. The distance between the sources and the screen is 1.5m and the
distance between. the slits is 0.025mm. Calculate the separation between the third order
bright fringes due to these two wavelenlths

A thin convex and thin concave lens, each,of focal length 50cm, are coaxially situated

and separated by 10cm. Find the position and nahrre of the final image formed of an

object placed 20cm from the convex 1ens.

What is population inversion? Explain the lasing action of a gas laser with necessary
energy level diagram

.. -.t.j ',,:?

-t
I
T

,6-.

\rt(

9. Consider a circular plastic disk of radius R that has a positive surface charge of uniform

,r.d'ensity. on its uppei surface. Find the electric field at any point at a distance x from the- 
centre:of tbe diik along its central axis.

OR



E-l

{/D..{ro" electric quadrupole. Calculate the electric potential of linear quadrupole of
sep:ration 2a at xt nxial distance r from its ce.rfe.

10. As a parallel plate capacitor with circular plates 20cm in diameter is being charged, the
current density of the dispiacement current in the region between the plates'is uniform
ancl has u *ugnitoa" of 20Nm2. Calculate the magnitude of magnetic field (B) at a

distance r : 50mm from the axis of symmetry of this region. AIso calculat. 9E i, thi,
dt

regron.

11. Assuming that each atom of copper contributes one free electrons, . Calculate the drift
velocity of fr"" electrons in copper conductor of cross sectional area 104m2 carrying a

current of 200A. Given:

Atoniic weight of copper:63.5 g/mol
Density of copper : 8.94x 103kym3
Charge of an electron:1.6x10-leC

..,12. State A:npere's law. Use this law to find magnetic field that a current produces inside and

4 ,/' outside a long staight wire of circuLar cross section.
\./

OR

Derive an expression for energy stared in an inductor. Show that the magnetic energy
density is directly proportionai to-thg 

-qqgare 
ofthq ma.ryetio flux deasity. How qan you

compare electrib energy density with this iesult?

A cycloton which has the dees of radius 42cm nd.magnetic field of flux density
0.5 web_erlm2 is employed to accelerate protons. If the final velocity of the proton is
Z.IzxlO7mlsec, calculate the charge to mass ratio for the proton and the frequency of the
altemating potential between thb dees.

42.
\c{

L4yX7 the given figure, when switch S is closBd.on a, the current rises and approaches a
"1 

,t-.t.,- - -.., . €

b) When the sviitch is closed on b, the cuue,nt reduces. to zero. Find the rate of decay.of- curre,nt throughthe inductor.

+
E b

-
L

r-/
15. State Maxwell equations in integral form. Convert them into differential form. Explain

each of theqe equations.

16. Discuss the significance of the wave function and deduce the time intlependent
Schrodinger equdtion.

{.,k,lc
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Define physical pendulum show that point of Suspelsion and point of oscillation are interchangeable.

OR

Define damped harmonic oscillator; find tirne period and frequency for under damping oscillation.

Define interference. Show that interference in thin fihn due to reflected and transmitted light are

complementary.

OR

What is double refraction? Obtain the mathematical relation for linearly, circularly and elliptically

polarized light.

3.Definediffraction.Dertvetheintensity{istrrbuti9n"9a!.teqr'ofsinglesIi-!,du9todiffraetion.,,..,.,',...
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4. \[/hat is the importance of laser? Discuss the laser action of He-Ne laser with labeled diagram.

The maximum Pressure Variation that the car calt tolerate in loud Sound is about 20 N/m'z. If normal

atnospheric pressure is about 105 Pascal what is the corresponding maximum displacement for sound

wave in air of frequency 10@tlz. (density of air 1.3 kg/m3and velocity of sound in air is 343 m/sec).

Two thin converging lenses of tbcal length 20 cm and 40 cm respectively are placed Coaxially 10 Cm

apart. An object is located at a distance 48 cm from the first lens. Find (a) Position of irnage (b) Position

of principal point and (c) position of focal points

Light is incictent normally on a grating bIS cm wide having 2500 lines? ,;na ,n. angle bf diffraction lor

the principal maxima of two sodium line in first order spectrum. (l,r = 5890 A,?uz:5896A). Are the two

lines resolved?

8. A circuit has L: 10mH and C : lIlF, How much resistance must be inserted in the circuit to reduce the

(undampeped) resonance frequency by 0.019t?

9. Design an electric- quadrupole. Derive the electric field intensity at point on the axial Iine of the

quadrupole.

olr
Derive an expression for the potential at any point due to an electric dipole.

f0. Au air filled parallel plates Capacitor has a Capacitanc6of 1.3 pF. Thc separation of the plates is doubled

and rvax is inserted between them. The nerv Capacitance is 2.6 pF. Find the clielectric constant of tlre

wax.

6.
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11. Define resistivity. Discuss Atomic view of resistivity and shorv that o = m/ne2t. Where symbols carry to

their usual meaning.

1
l

-!

72. rVhat is the magnrtrrde of rnagnedc treld n:cdeo to be accelerated in the cyclotrcin? (rn6= 3.34xlOa?ltg)

13. State & explain Hall Effect. Derive an expression for Hall coeflicient for an Electron.

14. A circular loop of wire l0cm in radius carries a current 100 Amp. What is the energy density at the

center of the loop?

15, Prove that the speed of electromagnetic wave is equal to velocity of light in free space.

16. Derive an expression for one dimensional time independent Schrodinger wave equation.

OR

- Define tunneling effect and derive the expression for transmission coefficient for a barrier of width a and

potential of height V6.
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